126	IMAGINARY CONVERSATIONS
'Not the same/ replied he, 'nor very different; it smiles; as
surely the goddess must have done, at the first heroic act of hei
descendant/	<
Caesar, In her exultation and impatience to press forward, she seems to forget that she is standing at the extremity of the shell, which rises up behind out of the water ; and she takes no notice of the terror on the countenance of this Cupid who would detain her, nor of this who is flying off and looking back. The reflection of the shell has given" a wanner hue below the knee: a long streak of yellow light in the horizon is on the level of her bosom; some of her hair is almost lost in it: above her head on every side is the pure azure of the heavens.
Oh! and you would not have led me up to this? You, among whose primary studies is the most perfect satisfaction of your* guests!
Lucullus. In the next apartment are seven or eight other pictures from our history.
There are no more: what do you look for?
Caesar. I find not among the rest any descriptive of your own exploits. Ah Lucullus! there is no surer way of making them remembered.
This, I presume by the harps in the two corners, is the music-room.
Lucullus. No indeed ; nor can I be said to have one here** for I love best the music of a single instrument, and listen to it' willingly at all times, but most willingly while I am reading. At such seasons a voice or even a whisper disturbs me: but music refreshes my brain when I have read long, and strengthens it from the beginning. I find also that if I write anything in poetry :(a youthful propensity still remaining) it gives rapidity and variety and brightness to my ideas. On ceasing, I command a fresh measure and instrument, or another voice ,* which is to the mind like a change of posture or of air to the body. My health is benefited by the gentle play thus opened to the most delicate.; of the fibres.

